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ABSTRACT: Among Mononegavirales, the Pneumovirus
family stands out by its RNA polymerase processivity that
relies on a transcription antiterminator, the M2-1 protein,
which also plays a key role in viral particle assembly.
Biophysical and structural evidence shows that this RNA-
binding tetramer is strongly modulated by a CCCH Zn2+

binding motif. We show that while the global dissociation/
unfolding free energy is 10 kcal mol−1, more stable for the
respiratory syncytial virus M2-1, the human metapneumovirus
(HMPV) counterpart shows a 7 kcal mol−1 higher intersubunit
affinity. Removal of Zn2+ from both homologues leads to an
apo-monomer of identical secondary structure that further undergoes a slow irreversible oligomerization. Mutation of the
histidine residue of the Zn2+ motif to cysteine or alanine leads directly to large oligomers, strongly suggesting that metal
coordination has an exquisite precision for modulating the quaternary arrangement. Zn2+ removal is very slow and requires
subdenaturing concentrations of guanidine chloride, suggesting a likely local folding energy barrier. Exploring a broad
combination of denaturant and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid conditions, we showed that the metapneumovirus protein has to
overcome a higher energy barrier to trigger Zn2+ removal-driven dissociation, in concordance with a slower dissociation kinetics.
In silico modeling of open and close conformations for both M2-1 tetramers together with interaction energy calculations
reveals that the gradual opening of protomers decreases the number of intersubunit contacts. Half of the interaction energy
holding each protomer in the tetramer comes from the CCCH motif, while HMPV-M2-1 harbors additional contacts between
the CCCH motif of one subunit and the core domain of a protomer located in trans, allowing the rationalization of the
experimental data obtained. Overall, the evidence points at a key role of the CCCH motif in switching between structural and
consequently functional alternatives of the M2-1 protein.

■ INTRODUCTION

Pneumoviridae family (Mononegaviridae order) includes human
respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) and human metapneumovirus
(HMPV), which are an important cause of acute lower
respiratory tract infections and pneumonia mortality during the
first year of life, especially in developing countries.1−3 Both
viruses share similar structural genomic organizations and
transcription/replication mechanisms. The single-stranded
negative RNA genome tightly wrapped around the nucleocap-
sid N protein is used as a template for transcription and
replication. Genomic RNA replication is driven by the RNA-
dependent RNA polymerase L protein together with the
essential cofactor phosphoprotein P. An additional cofactor,
the M2-1 protein unique to pneumovirus, is required for
efficient subgenomic mRNA transcription. M2-1 acts as a
transcription antiterminator and processivity factor, preventing
the premature transcriptional termination of long mRNAs and
improving the synthesis of polycistronic readthrough mRNAs.4

It also participates in post-transcriptional mRNA trafficking
and transient accumulation of viral mRNAs in membraneless
organelles, before releasing mRNAs into the cytosol for

translation.5 Consequently, M2-1 is of significant interest for
understanding Pneumovirus life cycle and infection. In
addition to participating in mRNA transcription, it has been
also associated with viral particle assembly, mediating the
interactions between the N nucleocapsid and Matrix M
protein.6 Moreover, electron cryotomographic characterization
of RSV particles showed a layer of M2-1 between M and N
ribonucleoprotein, supporting a role of M2-1 in viral
morphogenesis.7 The multiple critical functions of M2-1
suggest the existence of alternative conformations, each
compatible with specific functions. In this scenario, conforma-
tional switching should be finely tuned and could be
susceptible to stimuli such as post-translational modifications,
interactions, or changes occurring in the cellular environment
such as pH or oxidative stress.
The X-ray crystallographic structures of M2-1 from RSV and

HMPV have been obtained and both homologous proteins
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share a similar fold and structural arrangement, with a
tetrameric quaternary structure (Figure 1).8,9 The M2-1
protomer displays a modular architecture characterized by
three distinct regions linked by unstructured or flexible
sequences (Figure 1): the N-terminal CCCH Zn2+-binding
domain (ZBD. residues 1−30), the tetramerization helix
(residues 30−52), and the core domain (residues 66−170).
A flexible linker (residues 53−65) that harbors phosphor-
ylation sites connects the tetramerization helix with the core
domain.
Although similar in overall fold and structure, with

oligomerization driven by a four helix bundle at its center
and stabilized by contacts between the N-terminal ZBD
interacting with adjacent protomers, the crystal structure of
HMPV-M2-1 tetramer reveals an asymmetric unit with three
protomers displaying a closed conformation and one with an
open conformation.8 Interestingly, molecular dynamics simu-
lations and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments of
HMPV-M2-1 demonstrated a dynamic equilibrium between
open and closed conformations in solution that is sensitive to
the buffer composition. This equilibrium can be probed by the
addition of denaturing agents such as guanidinium hydro-
chloride (Gdm.HCl) or the Zn2+-chelating agent ethyl-
enediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) that tends to favor the
open conformations, while RNA binding elicits the fully closed
conformation.8 Crystal soaking experiments of HMPV-M2-1
with the DNA sequence AGTT revealed atomic contacts with
the ZBD and the open-core domain, suggesting that both
participate in the simultaneous recognition of RNA sequen-
ces.8 Altogether, these results show that the M2-1 tetramer
constantly explores various conformations that are directly
linked to physiological roles. The RNA-binding surface of
RSV-M2-1 was located by mutational analysis, NMR chemical
shift perturbation experiments, and RNA-binding assays,9,11

and was revealed to consist of a surface of positively charged
residues within the core region of the tetramer and the N-
terminal residues R3 and R4.
RSV-M2-1, HMPV-M2-1, and other related proteins such as

ebola VP30 contain a CCCH ZBD located upstream of the
oligomerization helix that adopts a fold with low secondary
structure content. Zn2+ binding to the RSV-M2-1 CCCH motif
was shown to induce homointeractions to form a highly stable
tetramer with RNA-binding ability, as well as processivity and
antiterminator transcriptional activities. The tetrameric ar-
rangement of RSV-M2-1 was shown to be essential to bind
RNA molecules in a cooperative manner with high affinity and
a loose sequence specificity.12 Moreover, RSV-M2-1 binds the
tetrameric P phosphoprotein with a singular tetramer−
tetramer interface,13 suggesting that multiple RNA- or P-
binding sites are simultaneously interacting and outcompeting
to exert its function. Consideration of its additional role during
viral morphogenesis suggests that M2-1 adopts different
conformations to perform its multiple activities interacting
with different counterparts. The molecular determinants or
signals switching these conformational/functional behaviors of
M2-1 are still unknown, despite proposals for the CCCH motif
of M2-1 as a pH sensor.14

In the present work, we assess the stability, alternative
conformations, and oligomerization states of RSV- and
HMPV-M2-1 proteins, analyzing the molecular basis of the
thermodynamic and kinetic parameters derived for the studied
transitions. We demonstrate that the CCCH Zn2+ binding
motif is not accessible in the fully closed conformation and that
displacement toward the open tetramer conformations
drastically increases its accessibility, rendering it susceptible
to react with EDTA. We show that HMPV-M2-1 presents a
higher energy barrier for triggering tetramer dissociation
induced by Zn2+ removal, consistent with the slower

Figure 1. Structural arrangement of tetrameric RSV- and HMPV-M2-1 proteins. RSV-M2-1 (A) (protein data bank (PDB) id 4C3D) and HMPV-
M2-1 (B) (PDB id 4CS7). Left panel: tetramer with N-terminal face. Each subunit is presented in a different color code. Center panel: side face,
with a single subunit colored red, to highlight the differences between the open and closed conformations. Right panel: a protomer of M2-1 with its
structural regions indicated. W30 and Zn2+ coordinating residues, C7, C15, C21, and H25 are indicated. HMPV presents an additional W residue,
W28, not present in RSV. All figures were prepared using YASARA.10
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dissociation kinetics observed. Performing in silico structural
analysis allowed us to dissect the energetic contributions that
stabilize the tetrameric arrangement in open and closed states.
Altogether, these results lead us to propose a novel interaction
surface in the HMPV tetramer, not found in RSV, which could
explain the higher affinity and slower dissociation kinetics
observed. Finally, we show that impairment of Zn2+ binding
leads to the formation of higher-order oligomeric species,
which could be crucial in viral assembly. These results
highlight a plausible key role of the CCCH motif modulating
structural/functional alternatives of M2-1 protein.

■ RESULTS
HMPV-M2-1 Tetramer Exhibited Higher Affinity Than

the RSV-M2-1 Counterpart. To compare the conforma-
tional stability of the closely related HMPV- and RSV-M2-1
tetramers, we carried out Gdm.HCl-induced equilibrium
denaturation experiments monitored by far-UV circular
dichroism (CD) and tryptophan fluorescence emission
measurements (Figure 2). At 10 μM HMPV-M2-1 concen-
tration, the secondary and tertiary structure signal changes are
coupled showing stable baselines for the tetrameric (within 0−
2.0 M Gdm.HCl) and monomeric unfolded states, with a
cooperative transition exhibiting an estimated denaturation
midpoint [D]50 of 2.5 M Gdm.HCl (Figure 2A). Denaturation
curves performed at 1 μM (Figure S1) shifted the transition
midpoint to lower Gdm.HCl concentrations, indicating that
unfolding is coupled to tetramer dissociation. The far-UV CD
and fluorescence denaturation curves at 1 and 10 μM were
globally fit to a three-state equilibrium model as was previously
described for RSV-M2-1,15 and the thermodynamic parameters
derived from the fits are summarized in Table 1 and Figure S1.
Although the conformational stability of RSV-M2-1 has been
previously studied,15 we performed additional equilibrium
denaturation experiments of RSV-M2-1 for comparison
purposes. Despite the fact that the global free energy of the
dissociation/denaturation process (ΔGT

H20) is higher for RSV-
M2-1, the HMPV-M2-1 tetramer displays higher intersubunit
affinity (ΔGDISS

H20). The three-state model allows for the
dissection of the global process into two equilibria. The first
equilibrium is characterized by the free energy of dissociation
(ΔGDISS

H20) from native tetramer to a partially folded
monomeric intermediate, while the second one is described
by the free energy of unfolding of the monomeric intermediate
(ΔGU‑I

H20). Comparison of ΔGDISS
H20 between both variants

show values of 42.3 kcal mol−1 for HMPV-M2-1 and 35.3 kcal
mol−1 for RSV-M2-1, in agreement with previous results.15

These values correspond to dissociation constants (KD) of
1.0−31 and 1.0−28 M3 for HMPV- and RSV-M2-1 proteins,
respectively. The 7.0 kcal mol−1 free-energy difference
observed suggests either stronger or additional interactions
stabilizing the HMPV-M2-1 tetrameric interface which are
non-negligible.
Gdm.HCl denaturation curves performed in the presence of

1 mM EDTA exhibit uncoupling of CD and fluorescence
signals (Figure 2B), as previously reported for RSV-M2-1,
where Zn2+ removal induces tetramer dissociation to a stable
apo-monomer.14 In contrast to RSV, the center of spectral
mass (CSM) of the samples incubated with 1 mM EDTA
displayed two transitions. The first one takes place at 0−0.5 M
Gdm.HCl with an initial CSM value of 28.400 cm−1,
compatible with tetrameric species. Interestingly, this transition
is also observed in the absence of EDTA, albeit with a smaller

amplitude that could be explained by changes in fluorescence
of the additional Trp residue present in HMPV-M2-1, or
alternatively, a small population undergoing an equilibrium,
which is completely shifted in the presence of EDTA. The
second transition occurs between 0.5 and 3.0 M Gdm.HCl
with low cooperativity and likely corresponds to changes in the
tryptophan environment due to unfolding of the apo-
monomeric HMPV-M2-1. The CSM signal stabilizes at 3.0
M Gdm.HCl, and this value (27.600 cm−1) corresponds to the
unfolded monomer with its tryptophan residues completely
exposed to the solvent. The secondary structure transitions for
both HMPV-M2-1 tetramer and apo-monomer are similar

Figure 2. Gdm.HCl-induced equilibrium denaturation of HMPV-M2-
1 protein at pH 7.0. Unfolding transition was followed by changes in
molar ellipticity at 222 nm (○) and Trp center of spectral mass
(CSM) (●). The samples at 10 μM protein concentration were
incubated in the absence (A) or presence (C) of 1 mM EDTA. (B)
Superimposition of the molar ellipticity changes at 222 nm in the
absence (●) or presence (○) of 1 mM EDTA. (D) Denaturation
curves of HMPV (●) and RSV (○) M2-1 proteins monitored by far-
UV-CD in the presence of 1 mM EDTA. The CD data were fit to a
two-state unfolding model (see Material and Methods), and the fits
are plotted as solid lines. The 10 μM samples were incubated for 24 h
at 20 °C in 20 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0, 0.3 M NaCl and the
indicated [Gdm.HCl].
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(Figure 2C), suggesting a stable fold of HMPV-M2-1
monomer and supporting the fact that Gdm.HCl-induced
tetramer dissociation is coupled to monomer unfolding at this
protein concentration.
It was shown that in the presence of subdenaturing

Gdm.HCl concentrations and EDTA, the major resulting
species is the folded apo-monomer.14 Thus, we compared the
conformational stability of RSV and HMPV-M2-1 apo-
monomers by fitting the CD data to a two-state model,
considering an equilibrium folded to unfolded monomer
transition (Figure 2D). While the apo-monomers show similar
stability for each protein (ΔGU‑M

H20 = 8.0 kcal mol−1 for
HMPV and 6.2 kcal mol−1 for RSV-M2-1), the HMPV
monomeric folding intermediate species is less stable
(ΔGU‑I

H20 = 1.2 vs 4.7 kcal mol−1 for RSV). The lower
stability of HMPV-M2-1 monomeric intermediate could be
explained by the higher tetramer affinity, which couples
dissociation to monomer unfolding at these protein concen-
trations. The thermodynamic parameters estimated from the
fits are summarized in Table 2.

HMPV-M2-1 Is More Resilient to Gdm.HCl-Induced
Conformational Changes That Expose the Zn2+-Binding
Domain. In addition to the usual use of tryptophan
fluorescence to monitor tertiary structural changes,16 previous
results from our lab show that the single Trp30 of RSV-M2-1
renders it an ideal probe for assessing its oligomerization
state.14 In the tetrameric state, Trp30 is buried in a
hydrophobic environment showing a wavelength maximum
of 325 nm (center of spectral mass, CSM = 29.400 cm−1),
while in the folded apo-monomeric state, it shifts to 346 nm
(CSM = 28.000 cm−1). To study the EDTA-induced
dissociation of RSV- and HMPV-M2-1 tetramers, protein

samples were incubated at two different concentrations (2 and
20 μM) in subdenaturing Gdm.HCl conditions in the absence
and presence of EDTA and subjected to fluorescence
spectroscopy and dynamic light scattering (DLS) measure-
ments. RSV-M2-1 showed a CSM of 29.400 cm−1 and
diameters, as assessed by DLS, compatible with tetrameric
species, at 0 and 0.8 M Gdm.HCl (Figure 3A,B). The

hydrodynamic diameter at 0.8 M Gdm.HCl is compatible with
that of an extended tetramer, as was reported for RSV- and
HMPV-M2-1 in the presence of subdenaturing Gdm.HCl
concentrations.8,15 Incubation of RSV-M2-1 with 1 mM EDTA
shifted the tryptophan emission CSM to 28.000 cm−1,
suggesting a monomeric state along the Gdm.HCl range
tested (Figure 3A). DLS measurements of RSV-M2-1 samples

Table 1. Thermodynamic Parameters Estimated from the Fit Using a Three-State Unfolding Model, Which Assumes the
Population of Native Tetramer, a Partially Folded Monomeric Intermediate and Unfolded Monomera

N4 ⇔ 4D, global equilibrium N4 ⇔ 4I, equilibrium 1 I ⇔ D, equilibrium 2

N4 ⇔ 4I ⇔ 4D,
ΔGT

H20

(kcal mol−1)
mT

(kcal mol−1 M−1)
ΔGDISS

H20

(kcal mol−1)
mDISS

(kcal mol−1 M−1)
ΔGU‑I

H20

(kcal mol−1)
mU

(kcal mol−1 M−1)

ΔGDISS
H20 ΔGU‑I

H20

mDISS mU

HMPV-M2-1 46.8 ± 0.5 10.01 ± 0.1 42.3 ± 0.1 7.65 ± 0.06 1.2 ± 0.1 0.59 ± 0.01
RSV-M2-1 54.1 ± 0.9 14.08 ± 0.06 35.3 ± 0.1 5.52 ± 0.02 4.7 ± 0.2 2.14 ± 0.01

aThe equilibria and thermodynamic parameters that characterize each equilibrium are indicated. Global equilibrium thermodynamic parameters
calculations were performed as follows:

G G G4T
H20

DISS
H20

U I
H20Δ = Δ + Δ ‐

m m m4T DISS U I= + ‐

Table 2. Thermodynamic Parameters Estimated from the
Fit Using Two-State Unfolding Model (See Materials and
Methods)a

N ⇔ D equilibrium

N ⇔ D, ΔGU‑M
H20 (kcal mol−1) mU‑M (kcal mol−1 M−1)

ΔGU‑M
H20

mU‑M

apo-HMPV-M2-1 8.0 ± 0.9 3.06 ± 0.34
apo-RSV-M2-1 6.2 ± 0.4 2.80 ± 0.16

aΔGU‑M
H20: global free energy of unfolding of the monomer.

Figure 3. Protein concentration dependence on HMPV-M2-1
oligomerization state in the presence of EDTA. RSV- and HMPV-
M2-1 proteins at 2 μM (filled symbols) or 20 μM (open symbols)
were incubated for 16 h at 20°C with increasing subdenaturing
[Gdm.HCl] in the presence or absence of 1 mM EDTA. RSV (A) and
HMPV (C) M2-1 fluorescence center of spectra mass as a function of
[Gdm.HCl] were determined in the presence (circles) or absence
(triangles) of 1 mM EDTA. RSV (B) and HMPV (D) M2-1
hydrodynamic diameters measured by DLS at 20 μM as a function of
[Gdm.HCl] in the presence (circles) or absence (triangles) of 1 mM
EDTA. Samples were incubated in 20 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0.
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further confirm its monomeric nature (Figure 3B). As the
accuracy of DLS for determining the difference between the
hydrodynamic diameter of tetramer and monomer is low, the
results were confirmed by glutaraldehyde cross-linking and
sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE), which showed that apo-monomers populate at
low concentrations of Gdm.HCl (Figure S2A).
In addition to the conserved buried Trp30, HMPV-M2-1

harbors an additional tryptophan at position 28 (Trp28),
which is partially solvent-exposed (Figure 1B). Both Trp
residues are located within the CCCH motif and the α-helical
oligomerization region, and its fluorescence emission spectrum
in the native state exhibits a maximum emission wavelength of
340 nm (CSM of 28.400 cm−1). HMPV-M2-1 was incubated
at 2 and 20 μM in increasing Gdm.HCl concentrations with 1
mM EDTA. Surprisingly, tryptophan fluorescence CSM
transitions differed between both protein concentrations
suggesting that a concentration-dependent dissociation process
is taking place (Figure 3C). DLS measurements of the HMPV-
M2-1 samples showed hydrodynamic diameters compatible
with tetramers or extended tetramers from 0 to 0.2 M
Gdm.HCl, while the sample incubated at 0.8 M Gdm.HCl
exhibited a lower diameter, indicative of a monomeric species
(Figure 3C,D). Glutaraldehyde cross-linking and SDS-PAGE
confirmed that the major species populating the reaction at low
Gdm.HCl concentrations are tetramers, whereas monomers
populate above 0.4 M Gdm.HCl (Figure S2B).
To confirm these results, serial dilutions of RSV and HMPV-

M2-1 tetramers were performed in 0.1 M Gdm.HCl, in the
absence or presence of 1 mM EDTA and subjected to
fluorescence spectroscopy. In the absence of EDTA, both RSV-
and HMPV-M2-1 samples showed CSM compatible with
tetrameric species (Figure S3), whereas in the presence of
EDTA, RSV-M2-1 showed monomer-compatible CSM values
at all protein concentrations. In contrast, HMPV-M2-1
gradually shifted its CSM upon protein dilution, compatible
with tetrameric and monomeric states, respectively (Figure
S3).
The experiments described above were performed with a

50−500-fold molar excess of EDTA relative to the available
Zn2+ linked to each monomer. To assess the effect of EDTA on
the quaternary structure, RSV- and HMPV-M2-1 tetramers
were incubated at a fixed subdenaturing Gdm.HCl concen-
tration with increasing EDTA and subjected to fluorescence
spectroscopy after 24 and 48 h incubation. At low EDTA
concentrations, a stable tetrameric CSM baseline was observed
before the onset of a transition to a monomeric stable CSM
baseline (Figure 4). The transition shape was highly dependent
on Gdm.HCl concentration and differed for both M2-1
homologue proteins. HMPV-M2-1 reached equilibrium after
24 h incubation at 1.5 M Gdm.HCl, showing a steep transition
between the conformational states populating the equilibrium.
Interestingly, RSV-M2-1 CSM signal reached equilibrium after
24 h incubation at 0.5 M Gdm.HCl, indicating that it required
lower denaturant concentration to facilitate EDTA-mediated
Zn2+ removal and the concomitant tetramer-to-monomer
dissociation (Figure 4B).
We have previously shown that lower pH values result in

RSV-M2-1 tetramer destabilization.15 Therefore, the experi-
ments were also performed in the absence of Gdm.HCl at pH
5.0. Under these conditions, RSV-M2-1 fluorescence emission
spectra remained unchanged at all of the EDTA concentrations
tested. DLS measurement of a RSV-M2-1 sample incubated at

pH 5.0 with 1 mM EDTA showed a hydrodynamic diameter of
37 ± 12 nm (data not shown) with a CSM of 28.500 cm−1

(Figure S4), suggesting that the apo-monomer is not stable in
solution in the absence of Gdm.HCl and self-assembly of M2-1
into higher-order oligomeric species takes place. Interestingly,
upon incubation of HMPV-M2-1 at pH 5.0, fluorescence
emission spectra showed an intensity transition in the EDTA
range spanning 0.1−10 μM, suggesting that, below 0.1 μM
EDTA, the intensity signal corresponds to Zn2+-bound M2-1
species, while above 10 μM, the stable intensity is indicative of
the apo-species (Figure S4). Considering that the first
coordination sphere of Zn2+ ion is identical in both protein
species, these results strongly hint at the pH modulation of the
CCCH through the protein matrix acting as a second (and
higher) coordination sphere.17 Several histidine residues
proximal to coordinating cysteines in the CCCH binding
motif of RSV-M2-1 not present in HMPV-M2-1 (Figure S4E)
are likely candidates for exerting this pH-dependent modu-
lation. It seems likely that the additional HMPV-M2-1 Trp30 is
able to sense Zn2+ binding to the CCCH motif. Incubation of
40 μM HMPV-M2-1 at pH 5.0, in the presence or absence of
EDTA, leads to protein aggregation that precludes the
determination of the hydrodynamic diameter of the apo-
species.

Figure 4. Influence of EDTA and subdenaturing [Gdm.HCl] on the
oligomerization state of M2-1 homologous proteins; 2 μM of HMPV
(A) and RSV (B) M2-1 proteins were incubated for 24 and 48 h in 50
mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0 containing different subdenaturing
[Gdm.HCl] (0.25; 0.5; 1.0, and 1.5 M) and increasing EDTA
concentrations (from 0 to 5 mM). After incubation, tryptophan
fluorescence emission spectra were measured, and the center of
spectral mass is represented as a function of EDTA concentration.
The dashed line indicates the position of 2 μM EDTA in the x axis
and the influence over the CSM signal at this fixed EDTA
concentration depending on [Gdm.HCl].
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Mutations That Affect Zn2+ Coordination to CCCH
Motif Lead to the Formation of Higher-Order Apo-
Oligomeric RSV-M2-1 Species. Zn2+ removal mediated by
EDTA leads to tetramer dissociation, yielding an apo-M2-1
monomer that is stabilized in solution with subdenaturing
concentrations of Gdm.HCl. However, in the absence of
denaturant, apo-monomers exhibit a strong tendency to form
higher-order oligomers. We next assessed the structural and
conformational effect of mutations in the CCCH motif that
could hinder Zn2+ binding. RSV-M2-1 His residue 25, which is
one of the Zn2+ coordinating residues, was mutated either to
Ala or Cys. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) in a
Superdex 200 column showed that both mutants, namely,
H25A and H25C RSV-M2-1, eluted at the void volume,
indicating that the CCCH histidine mutations impaired
tetrameric assembly and promoted the formation of higher-
order oligomeric species (Figure 5A), with a hydrodynamic

diameter of 19 ± 4 nm. The amount of Zn2+ bound to each
monomer was determined spectrophotometrically by the
metallochromic indicator 4-(2-pyridylazo)resorcinol (PAR)
(see Materials and Methods for details)15,18 and neither
H25A nor H25C displayed bound Zn2+, indicating that (i) a
single substitution to Ala of the fourth coordinating residue
impaired Zn2+ binding and (ii) most interestingly, the
geometry of a CCCC motif in this protein context is not
able to coordinate Zn2+, suggesting that a structural
reorganization should take place for successful coordination.
To characterize the apo-RSV-M2-1 oligomers, we next

studied the conformational stability of both mutants by
Gdm.HCl-induced equilibrium denaturation experiments.
The tryptophan CSM showed a gradual transition with low

cooperativity from 0 to 3.0 M Gdm.HCl (Figure 5B). The
initial CSM value corresponded to the tryptophan environ-
ment of apo-RSV-M2-1 oligomeric species, and in contrast to
the tetramer-to-monomer denaturation experiments, the
fluorescence intensity did not change along the denaturation
curve (Figure 5B). The far-UV CD spectra of the mutants at 0
M Gdm.HCl were slightly different related to wild-type
tetrameric RSV-M2-1 (Figure 5C). The minima at 208 and
222 nm characteristic of rich α-helical conformation decreased,
suggesting a lower content of α helical structure of the
oligomeric M2-1 species (Figure 5C). The conformational
changes followed at 222 nm as a function of Gdm.HCl
concentration displayed a transition that starts at low
denaturant concentrations with an endpoint at 2.5 M
Gdm.HCl (Figure 5D). It is worth mentioning that the
denaturation transition midpoint for both WT-RSV apo-
monomer (10 μM) or tetramer (2.5 μM) is 2.5 M Gdm.HCl
after a stable folded baseline. The absence of a stable folded
baseline together with the fact that the molecule was fully
unfolded at 2.5 M Gdm.HCl, strongly suggesting that the apo-
monomer, which self-assembles to yield higher-order M2-1
apo-oligomers, adopts a different fold.

M2-1 Tetramer Dissociation Kinetics Triggered by
EDTA Zn2+ Removal. EDTA-mediated Zn2+ removal from
peptides harboring ZBDs (CCCC or CCHH motifs) have
been described to occur within milliseconds or seconds, with
the formation of a ternary complex between EDTA, Zn2+ ion,
and protein ZBD.19 RSV-M2-1 was incubated in the absence of
denaturant with 5 mM EDTA, and aliquots at selected time
points were subjected to fluorescence spectroscopy and size
exclusion chromatography. The Zn2+ content of the isolated
species was determined by the colorimetric PAR-p-hydrox-
ymercuriphenylsulfonate (PMPS) assay.18 Fluorescence meas-
urements showed that the tryptophan CSM slowly decreased
from 29.400 to 29.000 cm−1 along 5 h incubation, and samples
subjected to SEC showed that within this time range, all of the
samples remained in the tetrameric conformation (Figure S5).
Zn2+ content determined from the purified tetramers after SEC
revealed that up to 5 h incubation, every M2-1 monomer
conserved a bound Zn2+ ion. These results hinted at a
conformational barrier preventing EDTA from accessing the
CCCH motif that hindered Zn2+ removal. Addition of 1.0 M
Gdm.HCl shifted the fluorescence CSM to that compatible
with monomeric species within 30 min incubation (Figure S5).
Therefore, increasing concentrations of Gdm.HCl were needed
to facilitate EDTA accessibility, Zn2+ removal, and tetramer
dissociation.
A fixed volume of EDTA was added to samples incubated at

increasing Gdm.HCl concentrations, and tetramer dissociation
kinetics were followed by tryptophan fluorescence intensity
changes (Figure 6A). No burst phase was observed for both
tetramers upon the addition of EDTA by manual mixing (dead
time 20 s). The Trp fluorescence intensity decreased
concomitantly with the exposure of the Trp residue to the
solvent upon dissociation. As expected, at a fixed EDTA
concentration, increasing subdenaturing concentrations of
Gdm.HCl accelerated the dissociation reaction, and interest-
ingly, RSV-M2-1 tetramer dissociation occurred faster than
HMPV-M2-1 at the same incubating condition. To extract
quantitative data of dissociation kinetics, the decrease in
fluorescence intensity was fit to an exponential decay model.
RSV-M2-1 fluorescence intensity changes were best fit to a
biexponential whereas HMPV-M2-1 fluorescence data fitted

Figure 5. Characterization of RSV-M2-1 higher-order oligomeric
species induced by CCCH mutations. (A) Size exclusion chromatog-
raphy in a preparative grade Superdex 200 column of WT-, H25A-,
and H25C-M2-1 proteins. The void volume (Vo) and the elution
volume of WT-M2-1 tetramer are indicated. (B) Gdm.HCl-induced
equilibrium denaturation of H25A- and H25C RSV-M2-1 proteins,
followed by the changes in the Trp center of spectral mass (left axis,
circles) and changes in the fluorescence emission intensity at 325 nm
(right axis, triangles). Filled symbols (H25C-M2-1) and open symbols
(H25A-M2-1). (C) Far-UV-CD spectra of WT-, H25A-, and H25C-
M2-1 proteins in 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0 and 0.3 M NaCl.
The spectrum of each protein is indicated in the graph. (D) Gdm.HCl
equilibrium denaturation of H25A- (open symbol) and H25C-
(closed symbol) RSV-M2-1 proteins followed by the changes in molar
ellipticity at 222 nm.
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well to a monoexponential decay model (Figure 6). Residuals
to the fits and the estimated amplitudes and rate constants are
shown in Figures S6 and S7. To compare the dissociation
kinetics of both tetramers, the apparent rate decay constant of
RSV- and HMPV-M2-1 (k) were plotted as a function of
Gdm.HCl concentration. We observed a lineal dependency
between Gdm.HCl concentrations and apparent rate constants
from 0.5 to 1.25 M Gdm.HCl. Linear regression showed slopes
of 0.007 for RSV and 0.001 for HMPV, reflecting a higher
sensitivity to Gdm.HCl-induced dissociation at a fixed EDTA
concentration (Figure 6A, right panel). At 1.5 M Gdm.HCl
and 2 μM protein concentration, dissociation to monomeric
species is coupled to some extent of unfolding. Therefore, we
excluded this point for the linear correlation analysis described
above.
Based on these results, we speculate that subdenaturing

Gdm.HCl concentrations favor transitions to a partially or fully
open conformation, exposing the Zn2+ bound to the CCCH
motif. Therefore, M2-1 samples were incubated at a fixed
subdenaturing Gdm.HCl concentration and EDTA was added
to trigger dissociation, followed by fluorescence intensity
changes along time (Figure 6B). The reaction traces were
fitted to biexponential (RSV-M2-1) or monoexponential
functions (HMPV-M2-1) as described above. All of the phases
depended linearly on EDTA concentrations in the tested
range, and the slopes observed were 0.007 for RSV and 0.003
for HMPV. Assuming a similar Zn2+ binding affinity for both
CCCH motifs, the lower HMPV-M2-1 dissociation rate could
be explained as a higher energy barrier to overcome to expose
the CCCH motif for Zn2+ removal. Or another possibility, in

concordance with the results shown above, is a higher
interaction energy stabilizing the tetramer interface of
HMPV-M2-1

In Silico Modeling of Open and Closed M2-1
Tetramers Revealed Additional Contacts That Stabilize
Further the HMPV-M2-1 Tetramer. Molecular dynamics
simulations and SAXS experiments of HMPV-M2-1 tetramer
revealed a rigid tetramerization domain and dynamic
protomers fluctuating between open and closed states.8 To
understand the structural and energetic contributions modu-
lating the equilibrium between closed and open states, which
might determine whether or not the tetramers expose the
CCCH Zn2+ binding motif, we constructed in silico molecular
models of the following RSV and HMPV-M2-1 conformers:
fully closed and one-, two-, three-, and four-open subunits (see
Figure 8). The interaction network of each closed tetramer and
the contacts that are lost in the fully open state were analyzed
using CMView.20

Interestingly, we found that the HMPV-M2-1 tetramer
presents additional interacting regions relative to RSV. The
CCCH ZBD of HMPV establishes contacts not only with the
adjacent protomer but also with the core domain of the
protomer located in trans. The interaction map of subunit A
versus subunits B, C, and D in the closed and fully open states
is depicted in Figure 7A. Comparing HMPV- with RSV-M2-1,
the region comprising the CCCH motif of subunit C displays
additional contacts with the core domain of subunit A. A close-
up inspection of this contact region reveals that the side chains
of residues Cys 7, Cys 15, Cys 21, and His25 of subunit C
interact with residues spanning from Val 108 to Asp 115 of

Figure 6. Dissociation kinetics of RSV- and HMPV-M2-1 proteins induced by EDTA and subdenaturing [Gdm.HCl]. (A) Fluorescence intensity
changes produced after mixing 5 mM EDTA and 2 μMM2-1 proteins in 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0, containing increasing [Gdm.HCl] (0.5;
0.75; 1.0; 1.25; and 1.5 M). Left panel: RSV-M2-1; middle panel: HMPV-M2-1; right panel: comparison of apparent rate constants as a function of
[Gdm.HCl]. Linear fit: HMPV: y = 0.001x − 0.0005; R2: 0.986. RSV: y = 0.007x − 0.0024; R2: 0.988. The k values at 1.5 M Gdm.HCl were
excluded from the linear fit as some extent of monomer unfolding occurs at this concentration. (B) Fluorescence intensity changes produced after
mixing increasing concentrations of EDTA (0.62; 1.25; 2.5; 5.0; and 10 mM) and M2-1 proteins at 2 μM in 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0
containing 1.0 M Gdm.HCl. Left panel: RSV-M2-1; middle panel: HMPV-M2-1; right panel: comparison of apparent rate constants as a function
of EDTA concentrations at 1.0 M Gdm.HCl. Linear fit: RSV: y = 0.0007x − 0.0014; R2: 0.996. HMPV: y = 0.0003x − 0.0005; R2: 0.96. The
fluorescence changes along time were fit to a single exponential (HMPV-M2-1) or double exponentials (RSV-M2-1). The residuals from fits, fitted
apparent rate constants, and amplitudes of each phase are shown in Figures S6 and S7.
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subunit A (Figure 7B). A key residue of this interaction surface
is Arg 111 that displays multiple contacts with all of the Zn2+

coordinating residues and some additional contacts within the
CCCH motif. This striking difference between both tetramers
may explain, in part at least, the differences in affinity and
tetramer dissociation kinetics observed.
To gain further insight into the interaction network that

stabilizes the open/closed tetrameric arrangement, we
calculated the interaction energy of one protomer against the
three remaining protomers using FoldX,21 and the results are
summarized in Figure 8. For both closed tetramers, the
interaction energies required to dissociate one protomer
against the remaining subunits are similar for each subunit
(Figure 8A,B). An in silico deletion of the CCCH Zn2+ binding
domain allowed us to dissect the contribution of this motif and
resulted in a 2-fold decrease of the energy required to
dissociate each closed protomer from the rest (Figure S8,
closed tetramers). These results clearly indicate that almost
half of the energy contribution that stabilizes one subunit in
the closed state is provided by the ZBD. Comparison of the
average energy required to dissociate one subunit from the

rest, in the closed versus the open state, reveals that it is 3-fold
higher for RSV-M2-1 (−98.82 vs −29.98 kcal mol−1) and 1.8-
fold higher for HMPV-M2-1 (−81.93 vs −45.48 kcal mol−1).
In other words, the interaction energy calculations indicate that
it is easier to dissociate an open RSV protomer rather than an
open HMPV protomer. In both cases, deletion of the ZBD (or
disruption as we hypothesize in the absence of Zn2+) decreases
the interaction energy further (Figure S8). When one subunit
is opened, the intersubunit contacts are lost while the
oligomerization and ZBD domain of this subunit remain
unaffected. The loss of intersubunit contacts decreases the
interaction energy of the opened subunit almost 2-fold,
whereas the absence of the ZBD decreases it further, strongly
suggesting that an open apo-protomer would be a highly
destabilized species. A single open protomer also decreases the
interaction energies of its neighbors while the subunit located
in trans is not affected. It is noteworthy that an open protomer
increases the solvent surface accessible area of the ZBD of its
adjacent protomer to an average of 500 A2 (see Table S1), and
this could explain the EDTA accessibility and Zn2+ removal
that was favored with Gdm.HCl.

Figure 7. Comparison of the interaction maps between residues of the closed vs the fully open tetramer. (A) Interaction map of subunit A vs
subunits A, B, C, and D is represented for RSV-M2-1 (left side) and HMPV-M2-1 (right side). The contacts present in both the closed and fully
open states are shown in black. The contacts that are lost when the tetramer is fully open are shown in pink. Regions corresponding to the CCCH
ZBD (red color bars), oligomerization region (yellow color bars), and core domain (green color bars) are indicated in each panel. The vertical
dashed lines delineate the different regions of subunit A. Additional contacts observed for HMPV-M2-1 tetramer are circled in the C−A interaction
panel. Interaction map was performed using the software tool CMView.20 (B) Close-up inspection of the interaction map showing contacts
between the CCCH ZBD of subunit C and residues from the core domain of subunit A for RSV- (left panel) and HMPV- (right panel) M2-1
tetramers. Filled pink squares represent predicted contacts. The residues of the CCCH motif of subunit C are shown at the left-hand side of the
contact map, while the residues spanning from 105 to 118 of the core domain of subunit A are indicated above the contact map.
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When two subunits are opened, either in cis or trans, they

decrease not only the interaction energies of the open

protomers but also those of the closed ones. The conformers

with three- or four-open subunits show a decrease in the

interaction energy of each subunit, and the absence of the ZBD

further destabilized the open subunits.

Figure 8. Interaction energies of each protomer against the remaining subunits of in silico modeled RSV- and HMPV-M2-1 tetramer conformers
with open and closed subunits. RSV-M2-1 (A) and HMPV-M2-1 (B) tetramer conformers were constructed in silico, as detailed in Materials and
Methods. The interaction energy of each protomer was calculated against the remaining three other subunits using FoldX. The interaction energy
calculated for each protomer (kcal mol−1) is indicated close to the subunits depicted for each modeled tetramer. Red (a), green (b), blue (c), and
yellow (d) subunits.
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■ DISCUSSION

Binding of zinc to proteins is an important regulatory
mechanism for protein structure−function, and different
Zn2+-binding domains have been involved in nucleic acid−
protein and protein−protein interactions.22,23 RSV and
HMPV-M2-1 antiterminators contain a CCCH ZBD located
upstream of the oligomerization region that stabilize the
tetrameric arrangement in the holo-state. Tryptophan residues,
located between the CCCH motif and the oligomerization
region, are packed in a hydrophobic core, and when the
tetramers dissociate, they become solvent-exposed leading to a
red shift and fluorescence quenching. In the present work, we
use the Trp fluorescence emission CSM to probe the
tetrameric assembly and monitor equilibrium dissociation
and dissociation kinetics triggered by a combination of EDTA
and Gdm.HCl. The conformational behavior of RSV-M2-1 in
solution was previously studied and consists of a tight tetramer
with an estimated dissociation constant (KD) of 10

−28 M3 that
is highly sensitive to pH changes. Lowering the pH from 7.0 to
5.0 destabilizes the tetramer, and incubation of the protein at
pH 3.0 led to the formation of higher order soluble oligomeric
species.15 Gdm.HCl equilibrium denaturation curves of
HMPV-M2-1 studied herein show a higher intersubunit
affinity with a KD of 10−31 M3, suggesting either additional
or stronger interactions stabilizing the HMPV-M2-1 tetrameric
state. As was described for RSV-M2-1, the addition of EDTA
led to uncoupling of signals probing the secondary and
quaternary structural changes, due to tetramer dissociation to
apo-monomeric species. However, higher subdenaturing
Gdm.HCl concentrations were needed to completely disso-
ciate the HMPV tetramer in the presence of EDTA.
In many reported cases, binding of Zn2+ to a CCCH motif

induces and stabilizes the native fold, and addition of EDTA
leads to unfolding, such as human muscleblind-like protein.24

In both M2-1 tetramers, Zn2+ coordination was not necessary
for the proper folding of the core domain but was essential to
maintain the tetrameric arrangement. The measurement of the
intrinsic Zn2+-binding affinity to a 59 residues peptide
containing a CCCH motif revealed a dissociation constant of
1 × 10−15 M−1.25 Interestingly, this short peptide retains the
same fold in the apo and holo states, thus allowing for the
calculation of the free-energy contribution of Zn2+ binding to
the CCCH motif at pH 7.0 that is −21.1 kcal mol−1.
Considering this evidence in addition to our findings, binding
of Zn2+ to the CCCH motif induces M2-1 tetramerization and
it seems plausible that the energy cost of tetramerization
(−42.2 kcal mol−1 for HMPV-M2-1) is provided by Zn2+

binding.
Supporting this notion, mutations of the His25 residue to

alanine of the CCCH motif of RSV-M2-1 impaired Zn2+

binding, which led to the formation of higher-order oligomeric
species (Figure 5). Previous mutational analysis of the Zn2+-
coordinating residues of the RSV-M2-1 CCCH motif had
shown that these residues were essential for antiterminator
activity in minigenome assays and also impaired phosphor-
ylation of M2-1.26 Moreover, mutations of C21 and H25 of the
HMPV-M2-1 CCCH motif abolished Zn2+ binding activity
and viruses harboring these mutations had delayed replication
in cell culture and were highly attenuated in cotton rats.27 We
show that Zn2+-binding incapacity is coupled to the formation
of higher-order M2-1 oligomeric species, which likely play a

different role in infection rather than the tetrameric
antiterminator RSV-M2-1 factor.
In the present work, a direct transfer of Zn2+ ion from M2-1-

Zn2+ to metal-free EDTA has been studied and the CSM
provides a useful measure of the burial of Trp in the tetrameric
state and an ideal probe for assessing dissociation to
monomeric species along time. Several studies of Zn2+ finger
motifs showed picomolar to femtomolar binding affinities.28

The kinetics of Zn2+ removal from two zinc-binding peptides
(CCCC and CCHH motifs) by EDTA have been studied and
showed a biphasic behavior.19 The first phase, independent of
EDTA concentration, is completed within milliseconds, and
the second phase, dependent on EDTA concentrations,
proceeds in a time scale of seconds. The rapid association/
dissociation kinetics upon Zn2+ removal has been explained by
the formation of a transient intermediary ternary Zn2+-bridged
complex between EDTA and Zn2+-binding motifs.19 Thus,
despite the fact that Zn2+−ZBD complexes are thermodynami-
cally stable, with picomolar or femtomolar affinities, the
complexes are kinetically unstable in competition situations,
consistent with a rapid dissociation/association regulatory
mechanism.19 When RSV-M2-1 tetramer is incubated with a
large excess of EDTA in buffers without Gdm.HCl, the Zn2+

finger was not easily accessible to EDTA and we were able to
isolate tetramers containing Zn2+ after several hours of
incubation. Subdenaturing concentrations of Gdm.HCl were
thus needed to facilitate EDTA accessibility and Zn2+ removal,
and thereby to promote dissociation of monomeric species.
One possible explanation for this observation is based on a
comprehensive structural characterization of HMPV-M2-1
using X-ray crystallography data, SAXS, and molecular
dynamic simulations that showed the presence of HMPV-
M2-1 open conformers induced by increasing subdenaturant
concentrations of Gdm.HCl.8 The polar nature of the
interactions that stabilizes the core domain in a closed state
is consistent with low concentrations of Gdm.HCl shifting a
dynamic equilibrium to the open state.8 We speculate that
when the tetramer is fully closed, the ZBD is buried and not
accessible to the solvent, while the addition of subdenaturing
concentrations of Gdm.HCl disrupts the polar interactions
stabilizing the closed state and might favor the accessibility of
EDTA to the ZBD, leading to Zn2+ removal and tetramer
dissociation. In this context, comparing RSV and HMPV-M2-1
tetramers, we observed a striking difference in the EDTA-
induced dissociation kinetics and the concentration of
Gdm.HCl needed to facilitate EDTA accessibility and Zn2+

removal (Figures 4 and 6). A dynamic conformational barrier
shields the CCCH motif in both cases and higher
concentration of Gdm.HCl was required to favor EDTA-
mediated Zn2+ removal and dissociation of HMPV-M2-1. This
could be in agreement with the higher tetramer affinity
observed.
Tetramer dissociation kinetic studies showed an initial lag

phase in the intensity signal, at a fixed EDTA concentration,
which was dependent on Gdm.HCl concentrations (Figure 6).
M2-1 has the ability to explore in solution different open/
closed conformations, and this equilibrium is shifted to the
open conformers adding increasing Gdm.HCl concentrations.
The open conformers increase the solvent surface accessible
area, favoring EDTA-mediated Zn2+ removal that prompted
dissociation. While it is not entirely known how many Zn2+

ions are necessary to remove to induce tetramer dissociation,
when apo-RSV monomer is titrated with Zn2+ and followed by
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the changes in the fluorescence CSM, three Zn2+ ions per
tetramer are required to get a CSM signal compatible with
tetrameric species (unpublished data). Therefore, it is likely
that when two Zn2+ ions are removed from an open tetramer
conformation, the tetramer is thus highly destabilized and
dissociate to folded apo-monomeric species.
The in silico tetrameric M2-1 models, displaying open and

closed conformations, support the notion that an open
conformation destabilizes the tetramer due to loss of
intersubunit contacts. Furthermore, an open protomer
increases the solvent surface accessible area of the ZBD of
its adjacent protomer an average of 500 A2, and this likely
exposes the Zn2+ bound to the CCCH motif to react with
competitors. Modeling of the conformers not only allowed the
dissection of the interaction energy contributions, but also
highlighted the importance of an intact ZBD stabilizing the
tetrameric arrangement. When the ZBD was deleted in silico, a
quantitative estimate of the energetic contribution of this motif
stabilizing each subunit in a tetrameric arrangement was
possible. The deletion of the ZBD and how the absence of this
motif destabilizes the tetramer is a plausible scenario of the
disruption of the CCCH motif induced by Zn2+ removal. The
crystallographic structures showed that the CCCH motif
bound to Zn2+ folds with low secondary structure content
forming a planar ring that interacts through opposite faces with
the oligomerization domain and the adjacent protomer.8,9 The
disruption of its planar structure by Zn2+ removal could lead to
a structural rearrangement and loss of interaction surfaces
stabilizing the tetrameric structure. Detailed inspection of the
interaction network of the open and closed tetramers reveals
additional interactions in HMPV-M2-1, which stabilizes the
closed tetramer, and this could rationalize the difference in
tetramer affinity observed and the higher energy barrier needed
to overcome to trigger dissociation, which resulted in a slower
dissociation kinetics. By in silico modeling, we found that the
HMPV-M2-1 CCCH motif not only interacts with the
adjacent protomer but also contacts the core domain of a
protomer located in trans, and we propose Arg 111 of the core
domain as a key residue of this interaction surface, which is less
extensive in RSV-M2-1.
A dynamic open and close conformation of RSV and HMPV

tetramers, modulated by different factors, such as ionic
strength, molecular crowding, phosphorylation, ligand binding,
or other unknown cellular signals, is compatible with the
exposure of the key regulatory CCCH motif, which likely
senses either pH or oxidative changes depending on the stage
of viral infection. This, in turn could modulate the equilibrium
between the processivity-antiterminator tetrameric M2-1 factor
or higher-order M2-1 species that may be involved in late
stages of infection, either in stress granules or during virion
assembly. Further evidence would be needed to confirm this
hypothesis, but the particular CCCH motif present in RSV-
and HMPV-M2-1 proteins and also VP30 ebola protein
suggests the presence of a key module sensing cellular
environment, leading to structural and functional changes of
the proteins, depending on the stage of infection. Previous
reports proposed that higher-order oligomeric forms of RSV-
or HMPV-M2-1 could be involved in viral morphogenesis7,8

and our findings support this hypothesis and shed light into a
feasible mechanism driven by reversible Zn2+ binding to the
CCCH motif, which allows M2-1 to interchange into
structural/functional alternatives.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Expression and Purification of M2-1 Proteins. The
human RSV strain A and HMPV strain CAN97-83 M2-1
proteins were recombinantly expressed and purified as
previously described for RSV-M2-1 protein (12). Briefly,
nonfused versions of RSV and HMPV-M2-1 proteins were
expressed in C41(DE3) cells harboring the open reading
frames of each protein cloned into pRSETA plasmid.
Expression was induced by adding 0.3 mM isopropyl β-D-1-
thiogalactopyranoside at OD600nm of 0.6−0.8, and cells were
incubated overnight in a luria broth at 37 °C. The soluble
protein was precipitated with 40% ammonium sulfate,
resuspended, dyalized, and purified with a combination of
Heparin-Ceramic HyperD column and preparative gel
filtration (S200) chromatographies. Protein concentration
was determined spectrophotometrically using a molar ex-
tinction coefficient ε280nm = 13.200 and ε280nm = 22.920 M−1

cm−1 for RSV- and HMPV-M2-1 proteins, respectively. The
protein concentration is expressed as monomer concentration.

Spectroscopic Determination of Zn2+ Bound to M2-1.
Bound zinc was determined by spectrophotometric measure-
ment of the metallochromic indicator 4-(2-pyridylazo)-
resorcinol (PAR) as previously described.18 A standard Zn2+

calibration curve was measured at 500 nm using 1−10 μM zinc
standard for atomic absorption spectroscopy (Sigma-Aldrich)
in a solution containing 100 μM PAR. Protein samples (2−8
μM) were added to solutions containing 100 μM PAR to
measure weakly bound zinc. Tightly bound zinc was tested by
the addition of 100 μM p-hydroxymercuriphenylsulfonate
(PMPS).

Fluorescence Spectroscopy and Far-UV Circular
Dichroism (CD). Tryptophan fluorescence emission spectra
were recorded on a Jasco FP-6500 spectrofluorometer with an
excitation wavelength of 295 nm, and the emission spectrum
was recorded from 310 to 450 nm. Spectra were taken in a 5
mm path length quartz cuvette with excitation/emission slits of
5/5. Fluorescence emission data were analyzed by subtracting
the buffer background, and the center of spectral mass of the
emission spectrum was quantified as follows:

F
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CSM (cm )
( )1 i i

i

υ
=

∑ ×
∑

−

where Fi is the fluorescence emission at wavenumber υi, and
the summation is carried out over the range of measured values
of F. Far-UV CD measurements were conducted on a Jasco J-
810 spectropolarimeter using a Peltier temperature-controlled
cell. Spectra were recorded between 200 and 260 nm at a
standard sensitivity, at a rate of 200 nm min−1, a response time
of 2 s, 0.2 nm data pitch, and a bandwidth of 2 nm. All spectra
were an average of at least four scans. Spectra were taken on a
0.1 cm path length cell. The ellipticity at 260 nm was
subtracted from the other ellipticities as a baseline value. Raw
data were converted to molar ellipticity using the following
equation:

L
MRW

deg
c bonds 10

θ[ ] =
[ ] × # × ×

where deg is the raw signal in millidegrees, [c] is protein
concentration in molar units, #bonds is the number of peptide
bonds (number of amino acids − 1), and L is the path length
in centimeter.
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Determination of the Oligomeric State of M2-1
Protein. Size exclusion chromatography and dynamic light
scattering (DLS) measurements were used to determine the
hydrodynamic volume of monomeric, tetrameric, and higher-
order oligomeric species of M2-1 protein. Size exclusion
chromatography was carried out on a preparative Superdex 200
column (120 mL) column (GE Healthcare). The void volume
(Vo) and total volume (Vo + Vi) were determined by loading
Blue Dextran and acetone, respectively. The buffers used in the
runs are indicated in each case. The determination of the
hydrodynamic size distribution of M2-1 oligomeric species was
measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) on a Zetasizer
Nano S DLS device from Malvern Instruments (Malvern). The
solutions were centrifuged at 14 000g for 10 min before
measurements.
Guanidinium Chloride (Gdm.HCl)-Induced Denatura-

tion Experiments. Gdm.HCl denaturation curves were
performed incubating RT M2-1 samples for 24 h at either 1
or 10 μM in 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0 containing
increasing concentrations of Gdm.HCl. Denaturation curves at
10 μM protein concentration were also performed in the
presence of 1 mM EDTA. After incubation, the samples were
measured by far-UV CD and fluorescence spectroscopy at 20
°C.
Data Analysis and Fittings of Gdm.HCl Denaturation

Curves. Gdm.HCl-induced denaturation curves of HMPV-
and RSV-M2-1 proteins were fitted to a three-state equilibrium
model, as previously detailed for RSV-M2-1 protein.15 The
species that populate the equilibrium are the native tetramer
(N4), monomeric intermediate (I), and denatured monomer
(D). KDISS is the tetramer dissociation constant, and KU-I is the
unfolding constant of the monomeric intermediate

N 4I 4D
K K

4
DISS U I←→⎯ ←→‐

The free energy of each transition was considered to depend
linearly on Gdm.HCl concentration and is related to
theequilibrium constants KDISS and KU-I by

K Ke ;

e

G m RT

G m RT

DISS
( Gdn.Cl )/

U I

( Gdn.Cl )/

DISS
H20

DISS

U I
H20

U I

=

=

− Δ − ×[ ]
‐

− Δ − ×[ ]‐ ‐

where R is the gas constant; T is the temperature; KDISS, KU-I,
ΔGDISS

H20, and ΔGU‑I
H20 are the equilibrium constants and free

energies of dissociation and monomeric intermediate unfold-
ing, respectively; and the m-values, mDISS and mU‑I, are the
denaturant dependence of the free energy of dissociation and
unfolding, respectively. Far-UV CD and fluorescence CSM
equilibrium denaturation data performed at 1 and 10 μM
monomer concentration were globally fitted to a three-state
model to estimate the thermodynamic parameters involved.
When 1 mM EDTA is added to the denaturation reaction,

M2-1 dissociates to apo-monomeric species that is stabilized in
solution with low concentrations of Gdm.HCl. Therefore, the
CD denaturation data collected in the presence of 1 mM
EDTA correspond to the secondary structural changes of
monomer unfolding. The CD denaturation data collected at 10
μM monomer concentration was fitted to a two-state unfolding
model that considers the equilibrium native (N) to unfolded
(U) monomer.14

N D
KU M←→⎯‐

where KU is the unfolding constant that is related to the free
energy of unfolding by

K e G m RT
U M

( Gdn.Cl )/U M
H20

=‐
− Δ − ×[ ]‐

where R is the gas constant; T is the temperature; KU and
ΔGU‑M

H20 are the equilibrium unfolding constant and free
energy of unfolding, respectively; and m is the denaturant
dependence of the free energy of dissociation. For further
details of the three-state and two-state models used, see refs 13,
14. Fitting was carried out using the software program Profit
(Quantum Soft, Uetikon am See, Switzerland) to obtain
parameters and their standard deviations. It is worth
mentioning that the free energy of unfolding of the apo-
monomer (ΔGU‑M

H20) is a global unfolding process that
includes the free energy of unfolding of the monomeric
intermediate described above (ΔGU‑I

H20).
Kinetic of Tetramer Dissociation Triggered by EDTA.

M2-1 protein samples at 2 μM monomer concentration were
incubated in 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0 containing
subdenaturing concentrations of Gdm.HCl (indicated in each
case). Thryptophan emission fluorescence changes at 325 nm
(RSV-M2-1) or 340 nm (HMPV-M2-1) were followed along
time upon the addition of different concentrations of EDTA.
The Trp residues are located in an hydrophobic environment
in the tetrameric state and exposed to the solvent upon
dissociation, with a red shift and decrease in the fluorescence
intensity. The fluorescence traces along time were fitted to
mono- or biexponential decay models

r A A c te ek t k t
1 2

obs1 obs2Δ = + + ·· ·

where A1 and A2 are the amplitudes and kobs1 and kobs2 are the
observed rate constants. The signal drift was taken into
account by a linear time-dependent term (c).

In Silico Modeling of RSV- and HMPV-M2-1 Open/
Closed Tetrameric Conformers. The primary structure of
RSV-M2-1 strain A2 was used to model with SWISS-
MODEL29,30 the fully closed RSV-M2-1 tetramer using as
template the pdb 4C3B.1.a. The tetrameric structure of
HMPV-M2-1 was modeled by structural homology with pdb
4SC7.1.a. The resulting HMPV-M2-1 tetrameric structure
contains one open protomer with its core domain (B subunit)
packed against the adjacent closed protomer (D subunit). We
selected the AC dimer to model a closed symmetric HMPV-
M2-1 tetramer using visual molecular dynamics (VMD)31 and
perform an energy minimization of the resulting closed
tetramer using the YASARA force field.32 Based on the
crystallographic structure of the open protomer (B), we
changed the torsion angle using VMD31 to avoid steric clashes
with the adjacent protomers and performed an energy
minimization of the open subunit using YASARA force
field.32 We perform structural alignment of residues 1−50
(that includes the ZBD and oligomerization domain) between
the open protomer and each of tetramer subunits to position
the open protomer into the coordinates of the tetrameric
assembly. We modeled six conformers for each tetramer (see
Figure 8) and repair the structures using the FoldX repair
command.21 The interaction energies of each protomer against
the remaining three protomers (A vs BCD; B vs ACD; C vs
ABD; and D vs ABC) were calculated using the FoldX
AnalyseComplex command.21 The results obtained are
summarized in Figure 8.
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Deletions of the N terminal 30 residues (Met1_Trp30del)
were performed in silico over the four subunits of each pdb
structure modeled to eliminate the ZBD contribution for the
tetramer stability. All of the conformers have an intact
oligomerization (residues 32−49) and core regions (residues
69−172). Therefore, the interactions that stabilize the N-
terminal deleted tetramers result from the oligomerization
domain contacts and interprotomer contacts. The resulting
tetrameric open/closed conformers lacking the ZBDs were
used to calculate the interaction energies of each protomer
against the three remaining protomers without the contribu-
tion of the ZBD. The FoldX AnalyseComplex was used to
calculate the interaction energy of each protomer, and the
results are summarized in Figure 8.
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